We argue that the asymptotic condition should not be applied in the derivation of the real time formalism of thermal eld theory. It is shown that, contrary to popular belief, the generating functional of time ordered Green functions does not factorise. When no asymptotic condition is applied to the real time formalism, we nd that the normal two component F eynman rules arises naturally. In addition, the extra Feynman rule that is applied when calculating vacuum diagrams is simply derived. We also clear up any doubts regarding the equivalence of the real and imaginary time formalisms. Finally, w e consider these results in the case of the new real time contour.
Introduction
The real time approach to thermal eld theory, derived using the techniques of path integrals [1, 2, 3, 4] , allows time ordered Green functions to be calculated directly. When using the imaginary time formalism [5] , one must perform some form of analytic continuation from to real energies. This operation is in principle highly non-trivial because the analytic structure at nite temperature is much more complicated than at zero temperature. The real time thermal Feynman rules with their doubling of the degrees of freedom have produced results that are repeatable using other formalisms and it is widely held that the real time formalism, derived using path integrals, is equivalent to other methods such a s thermo eld dynamics or the Matsubara formalism.
However, there are many areas of doubt regarding the real time formalism. The standard derivation of the real time Feynman rules relies upon our being able to ignore certain sections of the contour associated with the real time formalism. It is unclear as to whether we are aecting the results of calculations by ignoring these sections. Another worrying aspect is the application of the so-called asymptotic condition to the generating functional of real time thermal Green functions. No such condition is made upon other formalisms (such as the imaginary time formalism). As well as this, we m ust apply special Feynman rules when calculating vacuum diagrams [6] . There is no natural explanation for these extra Feynman rules within the standard formulation of the real time formalism. In fact, to derive the extra rules in [6] , the author had to assume that the external source terms in generating functional were, for vacuum diagrams, time independent. This assumption is impossible to reconcile with the time dependant asymptotic condition.
Finally, a recent paper by Xu [7] reported some problems associated with the standard path ordered approach to real time thermal eld thory. I t w as claimed that the imaginary and real time formalisms were not equivalent. This is surprising since the two formalisms dier only in the choice of curve applied to the generating functional and so are encoding the same physics in dierent w a ys.
We therefore think that the standard derivation of real time thermal eld theory is in need of re-examination. In this paper, we argue that it is the asymptotic condition that is at the root of these problems. We show b y contradiction that the generating functional does not factorise (the main reason for applying the asymptotic condition).
We then analyse the real time formalism without applying the asymptotic condition. We nd that the standard two component F eynman rules arise naturally without any recourse to factorisation. We are also able to show the reason for the extra Feynman rules that apply to vacuum diagrams. Once it is realised that the generating functional does not factorise, a simple explanation also arises for the results of [7] .
Finally, w e analyse the real time formalism using the new time contour [8] . We nd that the standard two component formalism also arises naturally out of this formalism. However, we point out that the use of the -condition in this formalism causes this formalism to break down when calculating vacuum diagrams.
The Real Time Formalism
In order to explain fully the apparent inconsistencies in the derivation of the real time Feynman rules, we feel it is necessary to briey review the main points. This will also help to clarify the notation used. While we hope to discuss all of the salient points, a full discussion can be obtained in Landsman and van Weert [2] or Furnstahl and Serot [9] . Our discussion shall be in terms of a scalar eld theory. H o w ever, the main results apply to other elds as well. Our starting point shall be the generating functional of path ordered thermal Green functions.
Here V [] is the interaction potential and C is the free eld thermal propagator which satises the KMS condition [10] . We h a v e suppressed the spatial indices for notational convenience. The contour C in the complex time plane is arbitrary except for two conditions.
1. The starting point t i and the end point t f are related by t f = t i {. 2 . In order that the Green functions are bounded as their time arguments are taken to innity, the curve m ust have a monotonically decreasing or constant imaginary part. Green functions, G n , are generated by functional dierentiation of Z[J] with respect to the external source terms J(x; t ). 
T C denotes path ordering. That is the elds are ordered with respect to their positions along the contour C. This is the contour equivalent of the usual time ordering. It should be noted that the Green functions will in general depend upon the contour chosen. This can lead to apparent dierences between dierent formalisms [11] of thermal eld theory. H o w ever, this dierence is due to the fact that the Green functions of dierent formalisms are time ordered with respect to dierent contours. Once we specify precisely what we are calculating, the result will be independent of the contour chosen. We should therefore choose the contour so as to suit the problem at hand. The contours associated with the real-time formalism (C 1 C 2 C 3 C 4 ) and imaginary-time (or Matsubara) formalism (C I ) are shown in g.1.
The thermal propagator
We will now discuss the behaviours of the propagator at non-zero temperatures. For our example of a scalar eld, the propagator satises 2 c + m 2 C (x x 0 ; t t 0 ) = ( x x 0 ) C ( t t 0 )
subject to the well known KMS boundary condition [10] . Time derivatives are dened along the contour C. C (t t 0 ) is the generalisation of the normal Dirac delta function and satises R C dt C (t t 0 ) = 1. To solve Eqn.3, we use the following ansatz. C (t t 0 ) = > ( t t 0 ) C (t t 0 ) + < ( t t 0 ) C (t 0 t) ( 4) The function C is the contour version of the normal step function and is dened by C (t t 0 ) = Z t C dt 00 C (t 00 t 0 ) The KMS condition [10] may be written as > (t t 0 ) = < ( t f t 0 {g) (6) Solving Eqn.3,we nd that for our scalar eld theory the free eld propagator expressed in terms of time and three-momentum is given by {(t t 0 ; k) = { . This can also be represented in its spectral form [12] . 
The asymptotic condition
In order to derive the Feynman rules, we m ust rst consider the notion of factorisation. We would like to see whether the contribution to the generating functional from the sections C 3 and C 4 can be separated from the contribution from C 1 and C 2 (see g.1). That is whether we can write the generating functional as
where in Z ab [J] , the time integrations are constrained to lie along C a C b . W e w ould like to be able to do this since if factorisation does occur, then only Z 12 [J] will contribute to the time ordered Green functions. Z 34 [J] does not depend on any real times and as such behaves as an overall normalisation factor which is irrelevant to the calculation of Green functions.
Looking at Eqn.1, we can see that the full interacting generating functional will factorise if the free eld case does. Examining Z 0 [J] in closer detail we can see that factorisation occurs if
To see whether this result is true we m ust study the properties of the propagator. Using Eqn.7, it has been shown [9] that the propagator tends to zero at large time dierences. However despite this fact, they also showed that certain products of propagators do not vanish in this large time limit. This result is due to the fact that the spectral density in Eqn.8 is a generalised function. As a result, the Feynman rules produced by this formalism are unwieldy. T o a v oid this problem, the -prescription is introduced [2, 9] . We modify the spectral density in the following way.
It is understood that we m ust hold nite throughout any calculation and only take the limit ! 0 at the end of any calculation. The eect of this regularisation is to modify the propagator.
C (t t 0 ; k) ! C (t t 0 ; k):e jt t 0 j (
We can see that we recover the correct form in the limit ! 0.
Using this modied propagator in Eqn.10, we can see that the only non-zero contribution comes from the region Re(t) ! 1 . If in addition we restrict the source terms J(t) to be zero in this limit then Eqn.10 will be satised. This is the so-called asymptotic condition. lim
Real Time Feynman rules
To calculate real time, time ordered Green functions we need only consider Z 12 [J] .
We can rewrite this purely in terms of real times.
(16) where the source term J a (t) and the propagator ab (t t 0 ) are dened by
We can now read o the real time thermal Feynman rules. We can see that we h a v e, in eect, doubled the degrees of freedom of our theory. A t each v ertex we assign a thermal index (type 1 or 2 corresponding to the section C 1 and C 2 of the real time contour). Type 1 vertices correspond to real particles. Vertices only couple elds of the same thermal index, the coupling diering only in the relative sign between the two thermal types. The two types of eld only couple through the thermal propagator which n o w becomes a two b y t w o matrix.
Using our example of a scalar eld theory (now with a cubic interaction), the Feynman rules are Q Q 
The choice = 1 2 is normally used as for this choice the propagators take on a particularly simple form.
It should be noted that we h a v e used jk 0 j in the argument of the terms proportional to the functions, and not !. This is a result of the use of the -prescription [9] . If we had set to zero, we w ould have a Dirac delta function in Eqn.21 instead of the regularised function. The term proportional to this Dirac delta functional would then only be dened on mass-shell. In that case there is no dierence between using ! or jk 0 j in the argument of the Bose-Einstein function. However, since we h a v e k ept nite, this term must be analytically continued o mass-shell so as to be consistent with the KMS condition [10] .
For this reason, jk 0 j and not ! must be used. It is not, as is stated in [13] , a scheme for ignoring the sections C 3 and C 4 of the real time contour. It is not unreasonable to question whether forcing the asymptotic condition upon the real time formalism changes the results derived using it. If we could show that the generating functional is indeed changed by using the asymptotic condition then we w ould be forced to remove this condition and with it the notion of factorisation.
To proceed, let us assume that we can use the asymptotic condition and that the generating functional factorises.
Z 
This is a remarkable result. We know that Z 12 [J] is independent of the parameter since it has been shown that the Green functions derived from the 1-2 sector do not depend on [2, 9] . This would then imply that the product Z 
The interpretation of Eqn.27 is that if we calculate any v acuum diagram in the imaginary time formalism, we can repeat the same result by adding together the contributions of the same diagram calculated separately on the sections C 3 and C 4 of the real time contour.
It should be noted that we implicitly assume that the -prescription is applied to both the imaginary and real time calculations. However since the time dierences involved are nite the introduction of the -prescription will not aect the results.
As an example we shall use the simple case of a scalar eld with a cubic interaction. One such v acuum diagram is t t 0 = V = Clearly these results dier. The contribution from the sections C 3 and C 4 of the real time contour is dependant contrary to Eqn.26. Note however, that for = 0 ; 1 the two results do concur. This is trivially so since for these values of , either C 3 or C 4 becomes the Matsubara contour. For these two v alues of the generating functional does factorise. However, factorisation in these two cases does not rely on the asymptotic condition but on the boundary condition (t) = ( t {) imposed on the eld congurations in the path integral.
This result shows by contradiction that the generating functional does not factorise. If we did not apply the asymptotic condition then there would be extra contributions to this diagram coming from the case where one time belongs to C 1 C 2 and the other belongs to C 3 C 4 . These extra contributions would restore the equivalence between the imaginary and real time formalisms [14] . 4 The RTF without the asymptotic condition
The fact that the generating functional does not factorise raises a number of points. The real time Feynman rules have been successfully used for a numberof years and gives results that are repeatable using other formalisms. We m ust assume that in almost all cases, real time thermal Feynman rules, based on a doubling of the degrees of freedom, are correct. It must therefore be possible to derive the two component F eynman rules from the full, unfactorised generating functional without any recourse to the asymptotic condition. We should also be able to discover whether these Feynman rules break down in certain types of calculations. If we are able to nd situations where these rules break down, then this raises questions about the applicability of other real time formalisms, such as Thermo Field Dynamics [1, 2] , to these problems. Thermo eld dynamics produces the same Feynman rules as the real time formalism and as such will also give incorrect results in these areas where the path ordered real time approach breaks down.
Let us now analyse the real time formalism without making use of the asymptotic condition. Since we cannot assume that the generating functional factorises, we m ust account for all four sections of the real time contour. In principle we m ust deal with not a t w o component theory but a four component formalism! However as we shall see, great simplications can be made for time ordered Green functions. As a simple example let us consider one contribution to the two point Green function of our scalar eld theory, represented by the diagram
Since we cannot now assume that we need only consider the contribution from the 1-2 sector of the real time contour, the time integrals in Eqn.31 will be over all four sections of the curve. However, if we assume that one of the external times is real and nite then we m a y safely ignore the contributions to this integral from the sections C 3 and C 4 . This is because the -regularisation damps out any contributions over large time scales. We can therefore see that the contribution to this diagram from the full real time contour comes only from the 1-2 sector. We can generalise this argument to an n-point Green function. By using the SchwingerDyson equation, we can extract vertices from within the Green function. For example in our example of a scalar eld coupled by a cubic self interaction, the Schwinger-Dyson equation for the two-point Green function is represented pictorially bỹ t t' = t t' +t t' + ! at 
We h a v e suppressed spatial indices for notational convenience. G n (t 1 ; :::; t n ) is the n-point Green function.
If we x the external time t to be real and nite then although the integral in Eqn.32 is over the entire real time contour C, only the sections C 1 and C 2 will contribute to this integral. The sections C 3 and C 4 are innitely far away and as such w e m a y ignore them due to the -prescription. The -prescription therefore allows us to restrict to lie on the sections C 1 and C 2 .
We can repeat this method to extract more vertices from the two-point Green function. The same argument can be used to x these vertices to lie on C 1 or C 2 . In principle, this argument is innitely recursive. However to a given order in perturbation theory this process has a nite number of steps. The nal result is that if we x one external leg to nite times then we x every internal and external time to belong to either C 1 or C 2 .
Armed with this result we can now make statements about the range of validity of the standard real time formalism. The real time formalism should break down dealing with diagrams where none of the external times are xed to be nite. This means that real time time-ordered Green functions can be correctly calculated using the normal two-component Feynman rules. However, as we h a v e seen in the previous section, this formalism will not calculate vacuum diagrams correctly. Since there are no external legs, the internal time integrations must be over the entire real time contour. The 1-2 sector will be insucient.
It is already known that special techniques must be applied to correctly evaluate vacuum diagrams using the real time formalism [2, 6, 15] . This extra Feynman rules involves xing one of the internal vertices to be type one. The other vertices of the diagram will only then contribute in the 1-2 sector because of the arguments shown above. The last time integration (the vertex we h a v e xed) is easily done since it is assumed that the argument of the integration will be time independent because of thermodynamic equilibrium. This last integration will just give a n o v erall factor of { since the integration is over the entire real time contour. It should be noted that in the derivation of this result in [6] it was assumed that the external sources of the generating functional were time independent This assumption is contrary to the asymptotic condition and provides extra evidence that the asymptotic condition should be disregarded.
As a nal point w e should like to discuss the work of Xu [7] in which some problems associated with connected Green functions as calculated within the standard path-ordered approach to real time thermal eld theory were reported. The basis of the discussion hinged upon the fact that the generating functional of the imaginary time formalism was not unitarily equivalent to the generating functional, Z 12 [J], derived using only the sections C 1 and C 2 of the real time contour, and as such the two formalisms were not equivalent.
The work presented here shows that we m a y derive the standard real time thermal Feynman rules from the full generating functional of the real time formalism. We do not need to factorise Z[J] and use only the section Z 12 [J] . Since the real and imaginary time formalisms may be connected by an analytic continuation of the time contour used we can see that the two formalisms are equivalent, contrary to the result of Xu [7] . If anything, our work suggests that it is thermo eld dynamics which is inequivalent to path ordered approaches to thermal eld theory, though only in special cases.
The other real time contour
Recently, a new contour has been proposed to derive the real time formalism of thermal eld theory. As can be seen in g.2, the contour has only two sections. Instead of two horizontal and two v ertical sections, we n o w h a v e one section along the real axis and a second that has an innitesimal gradient so that the endpoint of the contour is a distance { below the starting point as required. Since this contour has only two sections, the two component F eynman rules naturally drop out without any use of the asymptotic condition or of factorisation. However since we know that these Feynman rules break down in certain circumstances and we also know that this new contour should be equivalent t o a n y other path ordered approach to thermal eld theory, w e m ust examine this approach to the real time formalism in more depth.
We proceed in a similar manner to the conventional real time formalism. The generating functional may be manipulated in order to write it in terms of a two component theory. 
where J a (x) and ab (x x 0 ) are dened in the following way.
ab (x x 0 ) = (x x 0 ; t t 0 ) (x x 0 ; t 0 ) (x x 0 ; t 0 ) (x x 0 ; 0 ) !
We h a v e used and 0 to denote that the time is along the section N 2 of the new real time contour. We can parameterise and 0 in terms of real time parameters t and t 0 by
(x; t ) is dened in equation 7. Just as with the conventional derivation of the real time formalism we h a v e made use of the -prescription.
In the previous section we found that if we xed the external times of a given Green function then the conventional Feynman rules were correct. In terms of the new contour this statement means that by xing the external times to be real, we m a y safely ignore the innitesimal gradient of the contour N 2 . Examining the form of the propagator in equation 35 we see that the terms containing the gradient T will only contribute to the result when large times are encountered. However, we make use of the -prescription to ignore the contributions from large time scales. We can therefore see that by xing the external times to be nite the gradient o f N 2 can be safely ignored. That is we h a v e again managed to show that the conventional two-component F eynman rules apply in the calculation of any time ordered thermal Green function. This result was arrived at separately from the conventional real time thermal eld theory and as such supports our earlier results of section 3.
We n o w turn to the more problematic study of the calculation of vacuum diagrams. In this case we cannot x any of the times involved to be real. We w ould therefore expect to have to account for the terms containing the gradient of the contour N 2 . H o w ever, as we h a v e stated earlier, these terms only contribute over large time scales which is precisely where the -prescription damps out any eects. This formalism is therefore also not able to correctly evaluate vacuum diagrams directly, given that one uses the usual Feynman rules i.e. if one takes T to innity before one takes to zero. The use of the -prescription is inconsistent with the gradient o f N 2 in this case. Unlike the conventional real time contour (see g.1) the -prescription does indeed change the generating functional derived using this new contour.
Of course, one can use the usual double eld real time Feynman rules to work out vacuum diagrams if we use a trick and calculate a subset of the vacuum diagrams [6, 15] . 6 
Conclusions
In this paper, we h a v e attempted to make sense of the derivation of the real time formalism and of the many claims regarding its equivalence to other formalisms such as the Matsubara method and thermo eld dynamics. We h a v e found that problems have arisen from the erroneous use of the asymptotic condition. We h a v e proved that the real time generating functional does not factorise. The main reason for our desire to factorise the generating functional has been so that we can express time ordered Green functions in terms of real time arguments. However as we h a v e shown in this paper, the standard two-component Feynman rules arise from the full, unfactorised generating functional. The asymptotic condition was used to force factorisation upon the real time formalism and so guarantee the two component formalism. As we h a v e shown it is not just unnecessary to do this but it also causes the real time generating functional to produce incorrect results in certain cases. This has led to confusion about the validity of real time techniques. Once the asymptotic condition is dropped, we can clear up these confusing points. The full generating functional must be equivalent to the generating functional of the Matsubara Green functions. This is because the real time contour is just an analytic continuation of the Matsubara contour.
We h a v e not disregarded certain sections of the real time contour as is done in the standard real time formalism and so our results are due to the full real time contour.
The absence of factorisation has been shown to be precisely the result we needed to clear up a number of points regarding the use of thermal eld theory. W e h a v e shown that the extra Feynman rules [6, 15] needed to deal with vacuum diagrams arises naturally out of our unfactorised formalism.
Finally, w e h a v e examined these results in terms of the new real time contour [8] . We have again shown that the real time thermal Feynman rules may be safely applied in the calculation of time ordered thermal Green functions. However, we h a v e shown that the introduction of the -prescription cancels out any eect due to the innitesimal slope of the section N 2 of the new contour. As such, the new curve can only be used to evaluate vacuum diagrams indirectly through use of the methods in [6, 15] .
